Antech Reporting

Antech Reporting Software

Antech Reporting is the thing you need if:
♦ Your organization handles great deal of data with different levels of visibility and reporting necessary depending on the situation
♦ Your organization has several locations and each one has its own typical reporting
needs, which may be diverse and completely different from others.
♦ Your employees are poring over tons of data and you actually want them to simply put
in and get requisite data which should take them just a fraction of the time.
♦ Your data entry and reporting is getting out of hand with no easy solution in sight.
♦ Deal with various financial data (For Financial and Banking Institutions)
♦ Spread over three tools, this kit caters to the entire variety of situations differently.

Built on Pivot Concept
The state of the art “Antech Reporting” comes in its three Avatars: Admin; Client and Lite.
Each module suits particular needs, whether a system administrator; an advanced user or
merely an end user.
Pivoting is a concept in which one can swivel a given spreadsheet in terms of rows to columns
and vice-versa. Pivoting gives the user the power to present data in the manner desired without having to entirely redo the data selection and display of the rows and columns. Additionally these tools allow for automatic sorting, counting and summation.

The most important feature is that Pivot tables enable the Drag and Drop functionality, which
users find extremely useful to manipulate data on the fly.You may want to refer a Wikipedia
article on Pivot Tables which demonstrates the basic features.

Reports and Layouts
Single Report can be expanded to n number of Layouts. Using the sample Layouts and reports, most of the universal tasks can be accomplished in a flash, and the more complex
tasks can be tackled by the software with greater ease than any database query could do
before.” . It’s a complete data driven Application.
♦ Exports Pivot Tables to PDF,
HTML, Excel, RTF,
MHT and Text
♦ Print and Preview
Pivot Tables
♦ Option to
Show/Hide Row
and Column Totals

Development and Supported Platforms
This program supports native connection to
SQL and ORACLE, DB2, MySQL or any other
database that can be connected thru ODBC.
Lite Edition doesn't need any database to be
installed, however, the multi-user versions
needs SQLEXPRESS (Royalty Free Usage),
SQL 2000/2005 database to maintain the Users.
This program is a 100% .Net Framework 2.0 managed code. It is also an Object Oriented
Design making the program designed for performance with minimal penalty on the OS or
the hardware.. Issues like Customizing and Expandability have been given due diligence and
incorporated with great care to ensure both are well in place within the backbone of the
program. Simple and Intuitive Screen Designs make using the program simple and the learning is absolutely easy with the gentle learning curve

Antech Reporting Admin Module
This module is meant for the power users at the administrator level.
Key features include:
♦ Ability to create database access
scripts, methods and define the
server and its connections settings
♦ Ability to make groups for users,
and their report generating Layouts and definitions
♦ Edit / Delete existing users;
groups and reports

♦ Admin users can interact and define the related Database
♦ Provision to create and designate users and
their privileges
♦ Modify program settings and features including the user interface defaults, looks and
variations

Antech Reporting Client Module
♦ Users can define groups and
reports
♦ Users can edit and manage
Layout reports
♦ Users can interact with the related Database

Antech Reporting Lite
♦ Lite version is a highly simplified module which caters to the end users who are not
concerned with the database management functions
♦ This module is capable of generating reports from pre defined Layouts created by
power users in the admin and user modules.
♦ Users can simply go straight into pivot table usage and convert data generated into
presentable information for daily reporting needs.

Typical Usage of Antech Reporting (Multi(Multi-user Env.)

Feature Comparison

More about Pivot Tables
Pivot Table concept have been in use for quite some time in spread sheet modules developed
in the 90s. For typical data entry and storage, data is usually flat. Flat means that it consists of
only columns and rows, such as in the below example:

There is a lot of information stored in such data but very difficult to gather the information
you want.. A pivot table can help you quickly summarize the flat data, giving it depth. In the example let's ask "How many Units did we sell in each Region for every Ship Date?"

, the row is Region, the column is Ship Date, and the data we would like to see is Units. These
fields were dragged onto the pivot table from a list of available fields. Pivot tables also allow
several kinds of aggregations including: sum, average, standard deviation, Count, etc.

Minimum Requirements
P4, 512MB, XP Pro, XP Home, 2000, .Net Framework 2.0 and MSSQL (for Multiuser Env.)
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